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1. FLOOR PREPARATION

The sub floor shall be smooth, dry, level and clean in accordance with AS1884-2012, builder’s responsibility.

2. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Floor covering to the scheduled areas shall be (select from range) Spectrum Granito 2mm, Spectrum Kayar 3mm, 
Spectrum Grain 3mm, Spectrum Uni 3mm*, Spectrum Screed 3mm, Spectrum Lava 3mm synthetic rubber flooring 
GECA certified supplied in rolls of 190cm.
NB Spectrum Grain, Uni, Kayar, Screed and Lava are all indent items. Spectrum Granito is a stock item.

3. INSTALLATION

Ensure the area is free from other trades and install flooring in accordance with AS1884-2012 using Spectrum 
KE2000S or KE66 to the manufacturer’s written instructions and good trade practice.
NB Specify Spectrum KR430 for special applications (i.e. high stress, heavy wheeled traffic, regularly wet or direct 
sunlight). (OPTIONAL, but not mandatory), weld joints in accordance with the manufacturers written instructions.

4. INITIAL MAINTENANCE

On completion protect the floor from construction traffic and before practical completion carry out initial cleaning 
and treatment to the flooring supplier’s instructions.

ATTENTION

These specification notes are written for installation on NORMAL that is, absorbent floors i.e. concrete, hardboard or 
similar

*indicates a selection

This information is based on our experience to date and the results of careful testing. However, varying site conditions and methods of use influences practical 
application of the products. Their success is also dependent upon the professional judgment of the user and his/her conformity to proper trade practice, which are 
factors outside our control. The issue of this product information invalidates all previous information relevant to this product. This information is correct at the time 
of printing 24/01/2019 but the manufacturer reserves the right to carry out modification aimed at product improvement without notice. ® Spectrum Floors 2019


